
Infinite loop in RAOP Module: Analysis 

I launch pulseaudio with gdbserver 

 

Ok, started (I “tailed” the log file) 

 

On a separate terminal, I execute: 

pactl load-module module-raop-sink server=192.168.128.127:5000 sink_name=AirPort-Express-de-
Christophe protocol=UDP encryption=RSA codec=ALAC channels=2 format=16 rate=44100 
latency_msec=200 

 

 



Raop device connected, everything is ok 

 

Let’s play some music 

 

Sound is playing normally 



 

I unplug the device…. And plug it immediately again 

Once connected back to the network, an error is raised: 

 

This is the faulty line, in oob mode this line is not legitimate since audio output is not managed with 
pollfd in this case. So, we are setting POLLOUT event flag on the first (this is actually, because in tcp 
mode there is only one) pollfd (which is for incoming udp rtsp control packet). 

POLLIN event flag must obviously stay on rtsp incoming control packet, and this result in an infinite 
loop, since there is no outbound flows on this fd. 

My latest question was: Why does this occurs when the device is back on the network? 

The answer was provided by a network capture. Once back on the network, and when the device 
receives the udp rtp sound flow, it refuses it by sending back an ICMP message (PORT 
UNREACHABLE) with is handled by the linux ip stack 



 

In “A” section, raop module send datagrams normally, even if the device was unplugged and plugged 
again the raop module is not aware of this. 

In “B”, ICMP is sent from the airplay device to the computer where pulseaudio is running (since there 
is no rtsp session, it refuses the incoming udp flow…), “C” are the evidences of the “faulty” 
destination. 

 

I was then able to reproduce with iptables, that do not raise the exact error (errno=EPERM instead of 
ECONNREFUSED), but the result is the same since it is handled in the same way. 

 


